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1) Have any data been collected for this study already?

No, no data have been collected for this study yet.

2) What's the main question being asked or hypothesis being tested in this study?

This project will examine how imagining playing a video game with a member of rival group can reduce prejudice towards that group.  

Main hypotheses:

* Imagined video game play will be more effective in reducing prejudice towards transgender individuals compared with imagined contact (i.e. a

conversation) or a control condition (i.e. imagining a pleasant outdoor environment, with no contact)

*Imagined video game play will produced long-lasting (i.e. sustained) reduction in prejudice towards transgender individuals

* This improved effectiveness will be mediated by increased:

- engagement with the task 

- enjoyment with the task

* both imagined video game play and contact's effects on prejudice reduction will be mediated by:

- increased empathy

- increased trust

- decreased intergroup anxiety

3) Describe the key dependent variable(s) specifying how they will be measured.

These measures will be taken across both studies.  

*Explicit prejudice measures - Murray and Marx (2013) 12 item measure

*Implicit prejudice

Participants will be asked to write a short paragraph detailing their thoughts regarding the outgroup.  These responses can be fed into a linguistic analysis

engine LICW which can code for how positive/negative the writing is – see Stiff & Kedra (2020)

* Ability to imagine  - Husnu and Crisp (2010) 

* Intergroup anxiety - Stephan and Stephan (1985) 12 item measure. 

*Empathy - Vescio, Gretchen, Sechrist, and Paolucci (2003) 5 item measure

*Social identity – Stiff and Bowen (2016) 12 item measure

* Trust of their partner – Tropp,et al. 

* Opinion of the imagined tasks – created for this project

"I enjoyed the imagined activity"

"I felt engaged with the imagined activity"

"I will try the imagined activity again in my own time"

*Control variables:

Gender, age, participants own video game playing behaviour, current exposure to outgroup

4) How many and which conditions will participants be assigned to?

STUDY 1

*Between-subjects variables*

Contact condition: imagined video game play vs imagined conversation vs control 
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Game type: violent vs calm 

STUDY 2

*Between-subjects variables:*

Contact condition: imagined video game play vs imagined conversation vs control

(NB game type will be whichever is more effective in reducing prejudice from study 1)

*Within-subjects variables*

Measures taken at time 1 (immediately after session) and time 2 (one week later)

5) Specify exactly which analyses you will conduct to examine the main question/hypothesis.

STUDY 1

ANCOVA.  

Mediation analysis (using the PROCESS macro – see Hayes, 2007).

STUDY 2

ANCOVA.

Mediation analysis using the MEMORE macro (see Montoya 2017)

6) Describe exactly how outliers will be defined and handled, and your precise rule(s) for excluding observations.

No outliers are anticipated, as survey items are answered within the confines of a Likert scale.

In both studies, three attention check items will be included.  Participants who fail these checks will have their data discarded.

In the implicit prejudice measure the following will lead to data being removed:

-  Writing less than five words 

-  Writing in any other language other than English

-  Obviously joke or nonsensical answers

-  Over-use of slang 

As well as this, the following other participants' data will be removed:

-  Recording an age of less than 18

-  Any participant who has responded to less than 95% of the surveys

7) How many observations will be collected or what will determine sample size? No need to justify decision, but be precise about exactly how the

number will be determined.

For f=.25, power=80%

STUDY 1

N = 180 

STUDY 2

N = 120

8) Anything else you would like to pre-register? (e.g., secondary analyses, variables collected for exploratory purposes, unusual analyses planned?)
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